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A one-D hybrid code has been developed to study the start-up of the

FRM via neutral-beam injection. The code uses a multi-group numerical

model originally developed by J. Willenbergl>2 to describe fusion

product dynamics in a solenoidal plasma. Earlier we described such a

model for use in determining self-consistent ion currents and magnetic

fields in FRM start-up^. However, consideration of electron dynamics

during start-up indicate that the electron current will oppose the

injected ion current and may even foil the attempt to achieve

reversal4'^ p o r this reason, we have combined the multi-group ion

(model) with a fluid treatment for electron dynamics to form the hybrid

code FROST (£ield Reversed frie-dimensional jTTart-up). The details of this

merger, along with sample results of operation of FROST, are given below.

FRM start-up via neutral-beam injection uses tangential injection

into a target mirror plasma. These injected ions have large orbits that

encircle the central axis, forming a "ring" of current. As the "ring"

grows, its field cancels the mirror field on axis, giving reversal. Since

the ratio of the ion gyroradius to the plasma size is not small, a kinetic

rather than a fluid model must be used.
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The dynamics of electrons is important in neutral beam start-up, since
4 5

their current opposes the ion current ' . Such electron currents may

be driven by collisional drag between electrons and ions which cause the

electron azimuthal velocity to catch up with that of the ions. This

mechanism is particularly effective at the field mull. Also, charge

separation between large orbit ions and fluid electrons will produce a

radial electrostatic field, driving an Er x 8 electron current. Since

the electrons have much smaller gyro orbits than ions, a fluid treatment,

is adequate for them.

In FROST, the high energy ion distribution is modeled with a

numerical multi-group method in energy and canonical angular momentum.

This distribution evolves due to collisions with electrons, the inductive

electric field, and the neutral beam source. For simplicity, the ions are

assumed to have no axial velocity. The ion current and density profiles

are constructed from ion orbits corresponding to each group. Since the

ion gyroperiod is much shorter than other relevant timescales (T . . T. )

orbit averaging is used. Eulerian coordinates are employed.

Electrons and low energy ions are modeled as a massless fluid, with

equations of continuity, energy and flux conservation. These equations

are coupled to a time-differentiated Grad-Shafranov equation which

includes the non-fluid ion current. Flux coordinates are used, and the

above equations are solved simultaneously, in time, with finite difference

techniques. Because of high electron conductivity along field lines, the

electron temperature and density are set equal on the two radii of a

closed flux surface. The fluid equations are at present collisionless,

with no electrostatic field. However, work to include these effects is

now underway.



To begin each timestep of FROST, the background plasma densities,

pressures, and the magnetic field (which are all stored in the fluid code)

are expressed in eulerian coordinates using cubic spline fits. The ion

kinetic model then updates the ion distribution due to the neutral beam

source, the inductive electric field and slowing down on electrons. Next,

the new ring ion density and current are then expressed in flux

coordinates via cubic spline fits. From the change in the ring ion

current, the rate of motion of the flux surfaces is found by solution of

the time-differentiated Grad-Shafranov equation:
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The continuity, energy and flux conservation equations are then used to

update the fluid densities, pressures and the magnetic field.

Since the fluid and ion models are used alternately each timestep to

simulate processes that really occur simultaneously, some error will

result. Specifically the ring ion current for the following time level is

calculated based on the fluid configuration from the present time level.

This should not lead to a serious loss in accuracy as long as the magnetic

field does not change too rapidly in a timestep. Adding a corrector loop

to each timestep would greatly reduce this error. However, we have

observed good convergence with decreasing timestep without this feature.

As an example of the operation of FROST, we have simulated tangential

injection in 2X1 IB. A 15 A/cm neutral beam was aimed 4 cm off-axis into a

plasma stream of density 10 /cm , temperature .1 keV and radius 6 cm.

The vacumm magnetic field was 4.65 KG and the wall radius was 12 cm.



After 1.0 msec the average ion density was 2.69 x 1013/cm3, and the

center-line magnetic field had reached zero. Further depression of the

central magnetic field awaits a more complete physical model for electron

dynamics, as explained below.

The electron fluid in FROST is infinitely conducting at present.

Thus, the field lines may not move relative to the fluid. Including

collisions with the kinetic ions would permit this relative motion, but

allow the magnetic field only to "seep out" of the electron fluid. This

would raise the central magnetic field and further inhibit reversal.

Arguments based on fluid equations indicate that the electrons must also

collide with an impurity species of different angular velocity than the

fuel ions for flux to "seep into" the plasma and allow the field on axis

4 5to reverse. ' Work to add this effect is now in progress.

In summary, we have combined a multigroup treatment for ion dynamics

with a fluid treatment for electrons to form the hybrid code FROST.

Initial results simulating 2XIIB reversal experiments have been done.

Full treatment of the electron current awaits additions of collisions with

ions in the electron fluid and a radial electrostatic field. With these

two features included, FROST should be valuable in revealing the role of

electron currents in the creation of field reversal using ne'tu'ral beams.
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